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A r-design or generali:ed Sfeiner system S(I; 1, k, t.) is a pair (I’, d) with a u-set X 
of points and a family J of k-subsets of X called blocks such that, each block has k 
points and any t points are contained in exactly i, blocks. An automorphism of 
(X, 3) is a permutation of X which preserves ?8. In this paper the algebra of 
matrices, whose rows and columns are indexed by the members of P(X), that are 
invariant under the natural action of a group G < Sym(X) is introduced. An 
epimorphism r from this algebra onto the matrices whose rows and columns are 
indexed by the orbits of G acting on Y(X) is discovered. This mapping carries the 
matrices of Wilson onto the matrices of Kramer and Mesner and therefore can be 
used to generalize the r-design inequalities of Fisher, Wilson, and Ray-Chaudhuri. 
A conjecture of Earl Kramer is settled and an elementary proof of a theorem of 
Livingstone and Wagner is presented. ( 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this paper came from the following observation of 
Kramer and Mesner [S]. Given integers 0 Q t <k < u, a u-set X and 
G < Sym(X) define the matrix A tk = A tk(G 1 X) whose rows are indexed by 
the orbits of r-subsets under G and whose columns are indexed by the 
orbits of k-subsets as follows: 
A,,[A, Z-1 = 1 (KE I-: Kz T,}(, 
where TO E A is a fixed representative. Then there exist an S(;C; t, k, u) 
design (X, 93) with G as an automorphism group if and only if there is a 
non-negative solution U to the system Atk U = AI, where J= [ 1, 1, l,..., 1 ] ‘. 
Furthermore the corresponding design is simple if U[r] E (0, I} for each 
orbit r of k-subsets. 
This single observation led directly to the discovery of many previously 
unknown designs, and probably has the best chance in leading to the dis- 
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covery of an infinite family of t-designs with t 2 6 and small A. Recently 
Teirlink [14] has shown to our amazement that there exist simple 
t-designs for all values of t, however, these designs have 1= (t + 1 )!(*‘+ ’ ), 
a very large number. The following significant results in the theory of 
t-designs with small il were obtained by direct application of the Kramer- 
Mesner observation: 
-The first example of simple 5-designs on an odd number of points 
cn 
- About half a million simple 5-designs on an odd number of points 
ClOl> 
- The first example of a simple 6-design [lo], 
- The second example of a simple 6-design [7]. 
Other researchers such as Alltop [l, 21, Hall [3], and Hanani, Hartman, 
and Kramer [4] have also used this observation but not explicitly in this 
form. Consequently the “algebra” of these A,, matrices is of paramount 
importance. 
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
In addition to the definitions found in the abstract, we mention a few 
more definitions and notational conventions. An S(L; t, k, u) design is also 
known as a t-(u, k, 2) design and when 2 = 1 it is the familiar Steiner 
system S(t, k, u). 
If X is a finite set and F a field then an X-vector U over F is a function 
U: X + F and we write U = (U[x]: x E X). The set of all X-vectors over F is 
F-‘. Similarly, given finite sets A and B an A by B matrix A4 over F is a 
function M: A x B + F and we write M= (M[a, 61: a E A and b E B). The 
set of all X by X matrices over a field F is denoted by Mat,(X). Mul- 
tiplication of matrices if the usual matrix product. That is if M is A by B 
and N is B by C then MN is the A by C matrix whose [a, cl-entry is 
(MN)Ca, cl = 1 Ma, 61 NC& cl. 
beB 
The vector space over F spanned by the rows of M is the row space, W(M); 
and the column space g(M) is defined similarly. If h4 is an integer A by B 
matrix then gcd(M) is the A-vector whose ath-entry is the greatest common 
divisor of the entries in row a of M. 
For notation definitions and theorems on permutation groups the reader 
is directed to the book by Wielandt [ 151. Here we introduce some 
notation and concepts relevant to the present paper. If X is a set then 
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Sym(X) denotes the symmetric group on X. A group G is said to act on a 
set X if there is a function Xx G + X (usually denoted by (x, g) --t x”) such 
that, for all g, h E G and x E X: 
x1=x and x(gh) = (x”)“. 
We denote an action by G 1 X. Thus, if G1 X is a group action, then G 
may be thought of as being mapped homomorphically onto a subgroup of 
Sym(X), and xR is the image of x E X under g E G. If x E X, the stabilizer in 
G of x is the subgroup G, = {g E G: xR = x} and the orbit of x under G is 
.Y’= {x”:g~G}. We note that ICI = lxGl. IG,/. A group action G/X 
induces a natural action on the power set P(X), on the collection (I) of t- 
subsets of X, and on Mat,(X). For if S c X and g E G then we define S” by: 
SR = {Sg: s E S}; and if F is a field and ME MatAP( then A4g is defined 
by: MR[S, r] = M[S”, P]. The set of all orbits of a group action G I Q is 
denoted by Q/G. 
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
If ME MatJY(X)) has the property that Mg = M for all g in G then M 
is said to be G-invariant. The set of all G-invariant matrices is denoted by 
Alg(G I X), that is, 
Alg(GIX)= {MeMatdS(X)): Mg= M for allgEG}. 
This set is also known as the centrahzer ring of G in its action on 
Mat,(P(X)); see [lS]. The centralizer ring has not been studied in the 
context of t-designs. 
It is easy to verify that Alg(GI X) is indeed an algebra over any field. 
Although it may in fact be worth studying Alg(GI X) over arbitrary fields 
of, say, characteristic dividing ICI, this paper will only contain matrices 
over the rationals 9. 
FIG. 1. The P(X) by .9(X) matrix A?. 
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In what follows certain special matrices will be considered; to this end 
some temporary notation is introduced. Let A, BE 9(X). If M is an A by B 
matrix we denote by li? the P(X) by P(X) matrix given by 
fQ[S, T] =MCX Tl if SEA and TEB o 
otherwise, 
perhaps this is best illustrated by Fig. 1. 
The following two propositions are taken to be obvious: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G 6 Sym(X) and let A, B, and C be subsets of A’. If 
M is an A by B matrix such that: 
(i) A and B are unions of G 1 P( X)-orbits, and 
(ii) M[a, b] = M[ag, bg] for all g in G and (a, b) in A x B, 
then fi E Alg( G 1 X). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A, B and C be subsets of X. 
(i) Zf M and N are both A by B matrices then (M+ N)“= I@+ fi; 
(ii) If M is A by B and N is B by C then (MN)“= fill. 
The * can therefore be dropped and the matrices M and ii? identified 
without danger of ambiguity. 
If G 1 X is a group action, define the P(X)/G by 9(X)/G matrices A, B, 





where TO E A and K, E r are any fixed representatives. 
To emphasize the dependence of A, B, and D on the group action G I X 
we write A(G I X), B(G 1 X), and D(G I X) for A, B, and D, respectively. Now 
since Ts K implies T” c Kg for any g in G and subsets T and K of X, we 
have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3. A( 1 I X) = B( 1 I X) E Alg( G I X). 
For any group G d Sym(X) the matrices A and B are dual in a strong 
sense as can be seen by the following proposition. We remark that this 
result is traceable to Kramer and Mesner [S], although not in this explicit 
form. We give our own proof for completeness. 
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PROPOSITION 4. The matrices defined above for a group action G ( X 
satisfy: BD = DA. 
Proof. If T, KEY let (Tc K) = 1 if TL K; 0 otherwise. Let A, r~ 
P( X)/G. Then 
(BD)[A, f] = c { BCA, al DCQ, rl: Q E ~(X)/G) 
=B[A,r]lrl= 1 J{TEA:TEK}\ 
Ktf 
= c 1 (TcK)= c 1 (TEK) 
iitrTcJ TEA Kt/- 
= C l{K~f: Kz Tj.1 =IA(\{KEI~ Kz T,}l, where Toga 
rc3 
=lAl A[AJ-]=~{D[A,Q]A[Q,IJ:Q&‘(X)/G; 
= (DA)[A, f]. 
Proposition 4 will be useful in later computations. We are now in a 
position to state a fundamental theorem whose proof will follow shortly. 
Recall that A( 1 I X) = B( 1 I X). 
THEOREM 5. There is an epimorphism z: Alg(G I X) + Mat,(Y(X)) which 
has the properties: 
(i) t:A(lIX)+A(GIX), 
(ii) z: Br(l 1 X) + BT(GI X). 
The utility of this theorem in obtaining useful results on the A,, matrices 
introduced in Section 1 will be the subject of the next section. For now let 
us point out that Theorem 5 provides us with the means of converting easy 
to obtain identities among the matrices with a trivial group to otherwise 
diflicult to obtain identities with a nontrivial group. Since many of the 
known results on the parameters of an S(,$ t, k, v) design rely heavily on 
the incidence matrices, this result should prove to be a powerful tool. The 
remaining portion of this section will be devoted to proving Theorem 5. 
First, we introduce some notation and a technical lemma. The Fusion 
matrix of a group action G I X is the 9(X) by 9(X)/G matrix F= F(G/X) 
given by 
112 
F[S, A]= b”‘- 
if SEA, 
otherwise. 
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LEMMA 6. Let G < Sym(X) with fusion matrix F= F(G 1 X), then 
(i) FFT is in the center of Alg(G 1 X), 
(ii) FTF= I in Mat,(P(X)/G). 
ProoJ (i) Let ME Alg(G ) X) and S, TE P(X). Then 
(MFFT)[S, Tl = c 1 MCS, Ul FCC Al FCT, Al 
UEI(X) dcY(X)/G 
=hgFG MC& Tgl/lGTI =p$ C MCS, T”1 
gtG 
=& c M[Sg-‘, T] =h c MCS”, 7-l 
gcG gEG 
=A 1 MCP, TIIlGsI =& uFsG WV Tl 
.%-sG 
=AE;x),G J,) FCSY Al FCU Al M[Uy Tl 
= (FFTM)[S, Tl. 
To show (ii) let A, rcY(X)/G. Then: F’F[A, r] = CUEdCXj 
F[ U, A] F[ U, IJ. Hence FTF[A, r] = 0 if A # IY Otherwise, FTF[A, A] = 
c t/,~(~)(FCU,Al)~=Cl/td(lAl-~‘~)*=C”td WI = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Define 5: Alg(G I X) -+ Mat,(P(X)/G) as follows: 
T: M-+ DpLi2FTMFD1/* 3 
where (D”‘)[A, r] = D[A, r] I’* for all A, reC?(X)/G. It is easy to show 
that xz(M)+yr(N)=z(xM+yN) for all x,y~9 and M,NEA~~(GIX). 
Also, by Lemma 6 we have: 
z(MN) = D - ‘12FrMNFD l/* = D ~ ‘~=FTMNE;FTF~ l/2 
= D ~ ‘/*FTMFFTNFD I/* = D - ‘IZFTMFD 1120 - ‘12FTNjT.D (I2 
= z(M) z(N). 
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Moreover, if ME Mat,(P(X)/G) define NE Alg(G 1 X) by: N[S, T] = 
MCSG, ~Iw7, f or all S, T& X. Then if A, Z-E P( X)/G we have 
$N)[A, r] = (D-“2FTNFD”2)[A, r] 
=(lf(/(A/)“’ c c /A/ “‘N[U, T]/r/ “’ 
=& C C NCU Tl 
11~3 Tt/- 
=h ,& &W. Ullrl =W4 rl, 
, 
whence 7 is an epimorphism as claimed. 
To show property (i) let d, reg(X)/G. Then 
dA(l I X))CA, rl 
= (Il-l/lAl)“‘(FTA(I IX) F)[A, r] 
=(lUll4)“’ c c FCT> Al A(1 IWCT, Kl FCK rl 
ft /P(.Vl KE P+(X) 
=h c c AIIIXKTKI=j$ c c <Kz 7-j 
Tazl tier TtAKer 
=& c l(K~l-: K?T)I =& c A(GIX)[A,f-] 
Tc .1 TEA 
= A(G( X)[A, r]. 
To show property (ii) let r, A E 9(X)/G. Then 
QB=(l I X))CC Al 
= (IdI/Ifl)““(FTBT(l IX)F)[I-, d] 
= Wl/l~l)“’ 1 c FCT, rl BT(l I X)[T, Kl FCK, Al 
Kc.Pl.YI Te.Y(X) 
=A 2 c B’(1lXill;Kl=~ c c (TcK) 
Kal-TEA KeI-TEA 
=& 1 I(KEA:KzT}I=~ & BT(GIX)[f,A] 
KEl- Xtf 
= BT(GI X)[Z-, A]. 
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4. APPLICATIONS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Before giving applications we introduce some useful notation. If 
ME Mat,(P(X)/G) then Mlli denotes the (I)/G by (:)/G submatrix of A4 
corresponding to the rows and columns labeled by (f)/G and ($)/G, respec- 
tively. Thus if A = A(G 1 X) then A,li is just the matrix of Kramer and 
Mesner introduced in Section 1. 
In 1982 Wilson obtained some very useful identities among these 
matrices when the group is trivial. His W,, matrix is our A,,( 1 IX). 
Restating our fundamental theorem with this notation we have 
THEOREM 5. There is an epimorphisrn 7: Alg(G) -+ Mat,(Y(X)/G) with 
the properties: 
(i) 7: W,, 4 A,,, 
(ii) 7: W,: + B,:. 
Finally, for convenience, if (X, 3) is an S(;C; t, k, u ) preserved by 
GdSym(X) we denote by A,, and B,& the submatrices of A,, and B,, 
whose columns are indexed by g/G. Similarly, we define W,,, as that sub- 
matrix of W,, with columns corresponding to g. 
4.1. Generalized Fisher’s Inequality 
Fischer’s inequality is probably the best known result in combinatorial 
design theory. A proof of it can be found in various text books; see, for 
example, [ 121. 
FISHER'S INEQUALITY. An S(E,; 2, k, v) design (X, 3) with u > k satisfies: 
1g’13 1x1. 
This result was generalized in 1975 by RayyChaudhuri and Wilson [ 111. 
RAY-CHAUDRHURI AND WILSON INEQUALITY. An S(&t, k, 2)) design 
(X,3?) with t>2s and v>k+s satisfies: I$1 > /($)I. 
We generalize this result by applying Theorem 5 to the following identity 
of Wilson [ 161: 
for an ,S(n; t, k, u) design (X, g) with e+f< t; where b;=il(“;i;iM;jI:) 
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and is the number of blocks containing a fixed set of i points but disjoint 
from a set ofj other points, i+j< t. Thus, we obtain 
A,,BL= 1 bf,+, ,B:A,-; 
i=o 
(4.1) 
for an S(& t, k, u) design (X, 3?) preserved by G < Sym(X) with e +f< t. 
Setting e =f= s < t/2, Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
(4.2) 
Now by Proposition 4, the right side of Eq. (4.2) is the sum of positive 
semi-definite matrices b:,s ~, B,1;A,, and hence has rank greater than or equal 
to any one of its summands. In particular, Rank(b:B;A,,) is I( f)/GI. Thus, 
/ ( f)/G( 6 Rank( A.,., B,T,) d Rank( A c a) d 1 B/G\. Therefore, we may state the 
following as a theorem: 
THEOREM 6. An S(i,; t, k, u) design (X, .3) preserved by G d Sym(X) 
with t f 2s and o 3 k + s satisfies 
Note that when G = I, Theorem 6 is just the Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson 
inequality. An interesting corollary to this theorem follows: 
COROLLARY 7. Let (X, 9l) be an S(i.; t, k, II) and suppose that 
mp =s < t/2, u = np, (k, p) = 1, and v >, k + s. If g E Sym(X) is an 
automorphism qf type p”, i.e., g has n p-q&es, then 
Proof: Let G be the cyclic group generated by g. Then (k, p) = 1 implies 
G has IBlip orbits of blocks. On the other hand, applying the Cauchy- 
Frobenius-Burnside lemma we get 
Thus upon application of Theorem 6 the result follows. 
We remark that this corollary does suggest that Theorem 6 may be 
useful, since the bound on the number of blocks has been increased over 
that afforded by the Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson inequality. 
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4.2. A Conjecture of Kramer 
The following useful identity was first conjectured by Kramer (private 
communication). Define the 9(X)/G by 9(X)/G involutionary permutation 
matrix C by 





THEOREM 8. Given integers 0 < t, k d v, a v-set X, and a group 
G < Sym(X), then 
Al/c= i (-l)‘B:Ai,v-kc”-k,k. 
i=O 
Proof: Let C’ be the P(X) by P(X) permutation matrix given by 
if T=X-K, 
otherwise. 
Then C’ E Alg(G 1 X) and r(C’) = C. Thus in view of Theorem 5 we need 
only verify that 
Wrk= i (-1)’ WzWi,C-kC:-k,k. (4.3) 
To that end let TE(,~), Kg(t), and write K=X-I?. Then the [T, KJ- 
entry of 
ITnRI. 
w;w,,-kc:+k,k is ~(ZE(:): T2Zand ZcR}I=(y), where ,u= 
Thus the [T, KJ-entry of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) is 
XI=0 (- 1 )‘(y) = w,k[ T, K]. For, after all, if Tr K then p = 0 and the sum 
is 1; otherwise, it is a sum of alternating binomial coefficients and is 0. 
i=O 
Notice that this result says that all of the Ark matrices can be computed 
using only the A,, for which 0 < t d k < [u/2], a result very handy for 
finding designs with multiple block size, see [6]. Also note the elementary 
result of Kramer and Mesner [S] below, for which we give our own proof. 
PROPOSITION 9. A,,Alk = (:I;) Ajk. 
Proof Let ZE(~) and K~(jr). Then (wi,w,,)[Z,K]=I{TE(I): 
Zz TE K} 1 = ( ‘;;I:) W,. Hence, applying Theorem 5 the result follows. 
Thus, all the A,, matrices can be computed using only the A,, + I’s for 
0 d t 6 [u/2]. Furthermore, using Proposition 9 and Theorem 8 we can get 
a nice expression for the rank of A,,. 
LEMMA 10. Given integers 0 < t < k < v, a v-set X, and G < Sym(X), ij 
v = k + t then A, is invertible over the rationals. 
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Proof. Suppose Ark U= 0 for some rational valued U = (U[r]: 
re ($)/G). Then by Proposition 9, for each i= 0, 1, 2,..., t, we have 
O=AirA,kU= A, U. (4.4) 
Thus Aik U = 0 for ali i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., t. 
Putting j for t and u-k for k into Theorem 8 we get 
forj=O, 1, 2 ,..., t. Now multiply by C,, c _ k U and apply Eq. (4.4), obtaining 
A,,.pkCX,I,pliU=O for j=O, 1,2 ,..., t. In particular, O=A,+,C,~k,kU= 
A,,C,.-,,/iU= C3-k.k U, since t = u -k. Hence U = 0 and A,, is invertible as 
required. 
THEOREM 11. Rank,(A,,)= I(,r)/Gl if t+kdLl; 1(:)/G/ if t+ k>u. 
Proof Over 9 Lemma 10 and Proposition 9 imply for t + k 6 u that 
I(;Y)/GI = Rank(A,,_,) = Rank(A,,A,.,-,) d Rank(A,,) d I(f)/Cl. For 
t + k 3 u, again applying Lemma 10 and Proposition 9 yields I( :)/Cl = 
Rank(A,_,,,)=Rank(A,-,,,A,,)6Rank(A,,)= I(f)/GI. 
Magliveras noted (private communication) that Theorem 11 and its 
proof obtain independently an important result of Livingstone and Wagner 
[9], which asserts that 1(:)/G/ d [(:)/Cl whenever t d k d u/2. Our proof is 
elementary since it does not rely on character theory. Siemons [ 131 also 
has independently proved this result without the use of character theory. 
We will conclude this section with the following theorem: 
THEOREM 12. Given integers 0 < t d k d v, a v-set X, G d Sym(X), and 
Z = (Z[A]: A E (7)/G), an integer valued vector. Then necessary conditions 
for the existence of an integer valued solution U to the system A,, U = Z are 
provided by 
Ai,Z=Omod((:Zf)gcd(A,)) foreachi=O, 1,2,..., t. 
Furthermore, these conditions plus the condition that U E .%( Atk) over the 
rationals are also sufficient in the case v <k + t. 
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Proof Suppose A,, U = Z for some integer valued U= (&‘[ZJ: 
r~ (f)/G). Then for each i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., t, we have 
A,Z= A,,A,,U= 
from which the first part of the result follows. 
Conversely, suppose t + k 3 u and there is a rational valued U such that 
A,, U = Z. Then we observe that the left-hand side of Eq. (4.5) is integer 
valued and divisible by (::I), whence it follows that A, U is integer valued 
for each i= 0, 1, 2 ,..., t. Now apply Theorem 8 as we did in the form we 
used in Eq. (4.4). Multiply by U and choose j = v - k to get C&, ,I _ & U = 
C/=0 ( - 1 )i Brft,,, U which is integer valued. Thus, since C&, Lila k is a per- 
mutation matrix, U is integer valued. 
Remark. Unfortunately these conditions are not sufficient in the case 
v > t + k. The following situation will provide a counter example: G = 
G&(4), X=Zq, and Z= [l, 2, 2, 2, 121r with respect to t=4, k=5, and 
v= 16. 
5. CLOSING REMARKS 
We note that Theorem 5 depends heavily on the characteristic of the 
underlying field not dividing the order of the group. Consequently a 
“modular” theory in which the characteristic divides the order of the group 
may very well prove interesting. We feel strongly that the theory as it 
stands will prove to be rich in useful results and in fact a generalization of 
Connor’s inequality has been established. This result will appear shortly. 
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